WHY BECOME A PMF?
- SERVE THE PUBLIC and impact the future of our public lands
- Receive 80 HOURS OF TRAINING ANNUALLY to support your specific career development
- GAIN A WIDE BREADTH OF EXPERIENCES through rotations to other positions or duty stations
- Enjoy RAPID PROMOTION, often advancing in the pay scale twice in two years
- Take on LEADERSHIP ROLES in diverse and high profile projects
- Receive MENTORSHIP from leaders in the agency

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
Lisa Fong, lfong@fs.fed.us
or
Logan Free, lfree@fs.fed.us

PATHWAYS PROGRAM
The PMF program is a part of the larger Pathways Program, which includes two other avenues for entering federal service. To learn more about the intern program (for current students), or the recent graduates program (for those who have graduated in the last two years), visit www.opm.gov/hiringreform/pathways.

Look out for Forest Service intern and recent graduates positions on USAjobs throughout the year. The PMF application opening is only available through USAjobs once a year, usually in early October, then PMF positions are available starting in the spring only to finalists through the OPM position system.

WORK FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS!

Join the U.S. FOREST SERVICE through the PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT FELLOWS (PMF) Program!
Seeking Recent and Current Graduate Students for the Presidential Management Fellows (PMF) Program

This highly selective, rigorous leadership program recruits recent graduates (who completed an advanced degree two years prior to the application opening date) and current graduate students (who will complete an advanced degree by August 31st the following year) annually in the fall.

Below is a sampling of degrees and disciplines for which the Federal Government has projected needs, especially in the areas of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics):

- Accounting/Finance
- Aeronautics and Space Science
- Computer Science
- Economics
- Engineering (all disciplines)
- Environmental Sciences
- Health/Medical Science
- Human Resources
- Information Technology
- International Affairs
- Public Administration and Public Policy
- Public Health
- Statistics

Fellows Receive:

- Two-year Paid Fellowships
- Competitive Pay and Benefits
- Training and Development

Program and application information can be found at www.pmf.gov.